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FADE IN:

EXT. AUNT JINNY’S FARM - DAY

A moth eaten blanket ripples in the wind. Slashes of blue

sky and green pasture seen through tears.

Cries of excitement, faint at first, growing closer --

ROSE, 12, headstrong, bright-eyed and flame haired, sweeps

the blanket aside.

She races barefoot across the grass, her smock threatening

to entangle every step. Life’s a game.

THREE YOUNGER CHILDREN, varying ages, struggle to keep pace

as Rose leads the charge to the brow of a hill.

Beyond them rests a small farmhouse. Animal pens, a well,

and cart surround. A row of blankets hang from twine to air.

EXT. HILLTOP OVERLOOK - DAY

Rose catches her breath. The Children line out beside her,

curiosity drawing their eyes to the valley below.

A stream of ragged PEASANTRY winds along a dirt road. Thin

oxen draw creaking tumbrels. Farmers lead precious

livestock. A tower of smoke rises in the distance.

The Children watch the exodus in wonder.

EXT. AUNT JINNY’S FARM - DAY

AUNT JINNY, late 20s, strong limbed, face lined with

hardship, ducks from the farmhouse. She follows the rattle

of wheels to see the vanguard of refugees crest a rise.

EXT. HILLTOP OVERLOOK - DAY

The Children grow restless. ADLEY, 9, skinny, drifts away.

SAM, 5, scurries after him, like a puppy at his heel.

JUNE, 10, freckled, slowly follows. She looks back.

JUNE

Rose!

Rose doesn’t move.
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June leaves her to it.

Rose stares. Her concern drifting beyond the column to a

line of dark mountains crowning the horizon.

EXT. AUNT JINNY’S FARM - WELL - DAY

Water flushes across a dirt encrusted face --

SCULLY, late 40s, drains a pail, catching what he can in his

mouth. The rest spills down his cracked leather armour to a

sword on his belt.

BENEATH THE CART

Rose crawls behind the wheel, watches the stranger through

the spokes. The other Children play in the background.

AT THE WELL

Scully knows Rose is there, ignores her.

AUNT JINNY (O.S.)

Spring’s low.

Aunt Jinny holds her distance behind him, gauging.

Scully tilts at her voice, finishes the water, unconcerned.

AUNT JINNY

Rain’s come late. There’s grain for

your horse. A little bread to

spare.

Scully turns, appraises her.

SCULLY

I’m set for the road. Don’t think

me ungrateful.

AUNT JINNY

From where’ve you come?

BENEATH THE CART

Rose edges closer, listening intently.
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AT THE WELL

Scully sets down the pail.

SCULLY

North.

AUNT JINNY

What news?

Her eyes flicker pointedly towards the refugees.

SCULLY

I’m raising men, by order of his

Lordship.

AUNT JINNY

Nowt here but bairns.

Scully dries his face with a rag. He surveys the farm, as if

to verify her claim. His eyes shift to the cart.

SCULLY

You’ve a horse?

Aunt Jinny tenses.

SCULLY

I’m no’ here for your nag.

AUNT JINNY

Last time his Lordship gave call to

arms it cost me a husband.

SCULLY

Then I’ll content myself with your

good sense. Gather them bairns and

make haste. Should you see the far

side of the river fore dark be sure

to spare the Lord your thanks. Come

dawn go south, pray he gives you

strength.

He turns for his horse.

She trails along behind him, concerned.

AUNT JINNY

The Pestilence, it’s returned?

Scully climbs into the saddle.
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SCULLY

You’ll wish it were.

Rose scurries out from under the cart.

ROSE

What of the mines? What news of

Rannoch?

AUNT JINNY

(admonishing)

Rose!

SCULLY

The Devil’s upon us. Go now, He’ll

be at our heels.

He spurs his horse.

ROSE

What of Rannoch!

Her hopes of an answer fade as the horse spirits him away.

Aunt Jinny stares at the refugees filing along the ridge.

Her fingers ball her tunic in worry.

She meets eyes with a STRAGGLER, 40s. A look of motherly

concern passes between them. The Straggler pulls her CHILD

close and trudges on.

Aunt Jinny searches out the sun, already low in the sky.

AUNT JINNY

Rose, saddle Hoof.

EXT. WILD MOOR - DAY

Bracken shivers in the wind.

Aunt Jinny guides a pony, HOOF, up a hillside. Rose tucked

on the saddle before her.

The land opens up below them. A farm nestles in a valley. A

thatched roof dwelling ringed by animal pens. A tall barn

set apart. No sign of life. Just a bleak stillness.

Aunt Jinny draws rein, wary, sensing something amiss. She

urges the pony forward.
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EXT. BOWMAN FARM - COURTYARD - DAY

Hens pick over splintered pens. A section of thatch has been

torn from the dwelling. Window shutters hang askew. A thick

wooden door rests across the yard.

A CROW tracks the riders from the barn roof.

Aunt Jinny dismounts. Hands Rose the rein.

AUNT JINNY

Stay.

Aunt Jinny peers in through the window: daylight from the

damaged roof casts across a torn straw mattress.

Dried blood stains the splintered frame. Aunt Jinny traces

the spill to a darkened patch of earth beneath.

Aunt Jinny clutches her tunic, steeling herself. She enters.

Hoof snorts. Ears twitching.

ROSE

Be still.

More shucks, Hoof scuffs the dirt, agitated.

Rose drops from the saddle. She nuzzles the nervous animal.

There’s an affinity here, an innate understanding.

She sniffs the air, looks off towards the barn.

ROSE

(to Hoof)

You smell it, don’t you.

INT. BOWMAN FARMHOUSE - MAIN ROOM - DAY

An up-turned table blocks the window.

Aunt Jinny picks her way through the gloom. Broken pottery

CRUNCHES underfoot.

AUNT JINNY

Tilla? Tis Jinny. Tilla where’s

you, flower? I’ve word from the

north.

Movement in the shadows.

Aunt Jinny squints.
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A figure hunches beside a fireplace.

EXT. BOWMAN FARM - COURTYARD - DAY

Rose tethers Hoof to a rail.

The Crow lets out a caw of alarm as Rose approaches.

Rose finds a stone, casts it at the bird, sending it

wheeling into the air.

She turns her attention back to the barn.

INT. BOWMAN FARMHOUSE - MAIN ROOM - DAY

TILLA, late teens, slender arms hugging her knees, hair

veiling her face. She mumbles, falling over her words.

Aunt Jinny crouches before her.

AUNT JINNY

Where’s Thomas? Where’s Iain and

Colm?

Tilla utters a single word, soft, inaudible.

AUNT JINNY

Where’s the boys at, Tilla?

EXT. BOWMAN FARM - BARN - DAY

Rose covers her nose and squints into the gloom.

Something small lays just inside the doorway. She edges

closer to see a straw horse, a child’s toy, torn in two.

INT. BOWMAN FARMHOUSE - MAIN ROOM - DAY

Aunt Jinny sweeps the hair from Tilla’s face. Tear streaked

cheeks lead to bloodshot eyes, staring through her with the

intensity of madness.

That same word, growing in clarity.

TILLA

...Barn-barn-barn--
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AUNT JINNY

Come, Flower, let’s get you up.

A gentle PIT-PAT.

Aunt Jinny looks down to see blood streaking Tilla’s legs

onto the floor.

Tilla raises a hand, a flash of blade --

EXT. BOWMAN FARM - BARN - DAY

Rose edges closer to the threshold.

A SHRIEK from the farmhouse --

Rose spins.

Aunt Jinny backs from the entrance. Tilla follows, blood

spilling down her front from a gash to her neck.

AUNT JINNY

Lord no, what’ve you done?

A noise, like a DEEP SIGH from the barn.

Rose looks back into the darkness.

A grating sound, a heavy weight shifting.

Aunt Jinny hears it too.

Tilla stumbles towards Rose, a knife stretched before her.

AUNT JINNY

Rose!

Rose stands frozen.

Aunt Jinny frees Hoof and mounts up. She cuts ahead of Tilla

and grabs Rose, struggling to hoist her onto the saddle. A

kick of her heels sets the pony to flight.

Rose looks back to see Tilla disappear into the barn. A

feral SCREAM of rage and anguish follows.

Off Rose’s shocked confusion --
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INT. FARMHOUSE - MAIN ROOM - DAY

Aunt Jinny hurries provisions into a sack. Rose and the

other children hover around her awaiting instruction.

AUNT JINNY

June, take your brother an’ fetch

the goats, younguns for the cart.

Short rope the others to the rails.

ROSE

What about my Da?

AUNT JINNY

Gather the skins, fill them, be

quick about it. Rose, you fetch all

you can from the cellar an’ take

care of Samuel.

ROSE

He’ll not know where we are.

AUNT JINNY

Your Da’s three days from here.

ROSE

Then I’ll stay--

AUNT JINNY

You’ll do as told.

ROSE

You’re not my Ma.

Aunt Jinny grips Rose by the shoulders.

AUNT JINNY

Lord help me child, I’ve no time

for this today. We’ve to leave,

with or without you! You hear me?

BACKROOM

Rose reaches beneath a cot, pulls out a blanket. From it she

unwraps a pair of worn leather boots several sizes too big.

From one of the boots she pulls a pouch. From it she shakes

out a small cloth wrap.

She thumbs the item inside, reassured.

Sam watches from the doorway in doe-eyed concern.
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SAM

We going to town?

ROSE

I don’t know.

SAM

I don’t want to.

ROSE

We have to. Take a blanket, Sam.

SAM

Will we get sick?

AUNT JINNY (O.S.)

Rose! Samuel!

ROSE

Take it.

Sam pulls the blanket from the cot. Stands with it draped

about his ankles in teary confusion.

A pin pushes through a coarse wool hood. Rose clips a BROOCH

in place, fixing the hood to her tunic.

She goes to Sam, comforting. Folds the blanket, snugs a wool

cap into place on his head.

ROSE

Sickness is all gone away. It’ll

just be cold is all.

AUNT JINNY (O.S.)

Rose! Samuel! Come along!

EXT. RIDGE-LINE - ROAD SOUTH - DAY

Hoof pulls the tumbrel at a trot. Aunt Jinny hurries

alongside, urging the animal on with a switch. June and

Adley perch on the back amongst goats and provisions.

Sam and Rose hurry to catch them. Rose lifts a grizzling Sam

for the others to pull aboard.

Rose glances back at the mountains. Fresh columns of smoke

rise alongside the first.

JUNE

Rose!
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AUNT JINNY

Rose, you keep up now.

June reaches out to take her hand.

Rose falters, torn between the mountains and the cart.

JUNE

Ma!

Aunt Jinny winces, she’s losing her. She keeps Hoof moving

with crack of the switch and turns back.

AUNT JINNY

Rose!

Rose stops, takes a step back.

Aunt Jinny pauses, not about to give chase.

AUNT JINNY

I can’t wait, we’ve to cross the

river, darkness is near upon us.

He’ll find us, I knows he will.

Rose shakes her head.

The children look on with worry.

Aunt Jinny glances back -- Hoof’s pace slackens. She takes a

last look at Rose and crosses herself before hurrying back

to the cart. Head down, stoic.

AUNT JINNY

Lord, watch over her.

June kicks a small food sack into the road.

The tumbrel bounces away. The children lined on the back,

watching the distance between them grow...

...Rose gathers the sack.

EXT. THE ROAD NORTH - DUSK

Shadows creep across the roadway.

Rose trudges along, food sack over her shoulder. Her too big

boots slapping at the dirt.

A trail of personal possessions line the wayside. Empty

casks, baskets, a rusted breastplate.
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A weathered BLIND MAN, 50s, shuffles the other way, his

stick tapping at the road ahead of his bloodied feet.

Rose clutches the sack a little tighter.

He scents the air, cataract filled eyes blindly tracing her

path around him.

EXT. MEADOW - OLD STONE WALL - DUSK/DAWN

Storm clouds gather.

Rose curls tight to a depression in the stone, her hood

drawn to the cold. She nibbles on a piece of bread...

...Sunrise. Mist blankets the grassland. A spiderweb

glistens with dew.

Rose blinks awake, adjusting to the light.

EXT. CROSSROADS/GIBBETS - DAWN

An oak tree marks the junction. Two gibbets hang from

creaking chains, a dark shape huddled motionless in each.

Rose pauses her approach, apprehensive.

One of the captives shifts, taking an interest. The other

remains deathly still.

Rose studies each direction, unsure.

GALLE (O.S.)

(sing-song)

Poor little duckling didn’t know

the way/poor little duckling all

t’others swam away/poor little

duckling alone in the stream/hush

now duckling--

ROSE

Which is to Rannoch?

GALLE, mid 20s, filthy, appraises her from beneath a cowl.

He extends a withered arm through the bars, points left.
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EXT. THE LEFT FORK - DAWN

Rose wanders along the track. Galle’s LAUGHTER drifts after

her. She stops.

EXT. CROSSROADS/GIBBETS - DAWN

Rose strides towards the cages.

ROSE

It’s wrong to tell a lie.

Galle edges closer, grins a blackened smile.

GALLE

Maybe I told a truth. Maybe not.

ELSA

Don’t listen to it. Wouldn’t know a

true word were it branded to his

heart.

ELSA, mid 20s, skin bruised and pale, hunched with cold, her

cheek pressed to the bars of the second cage. She’s broken,

resigned to starvation.

GALLE

Oh, to be shackled in the company

of lies. Lord, the shame, I implore

thee, strike Galle down should he

utter a hair of mistruth.

ELSA

Go home to your Ma.

ROSE

I got no Ma.

GALLE

You’ve a pretty brooch...

Rose fingers her brooch, wary.

GALLE

And I knows the way. But, if I

knows no truth, then so be it.

He draws his cowl, settles back.

ROSE

You promise to tell me?
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GALLE

I’m weary, girl. One way be good as

another for all roads lead to

grace.

Rose unclasps the brooch and offers it up towards Galle.

ROSE

For the way. The right way.

ELSA

Are you simple, bairn? Away with

you!

GALLE

Oh, Lord, I hear thee. Give Galle a

strength to see this child safe

unto your path.

His thin arm reaches down, fingers poised just inches from

Rose’s small hand.

ELSA

He’s the devil’s blood inside him!

Elsa tenses, can see Galle is holding back on his reach.

Rose wobbles onto her tip-toes, full stretch.

Galle grabs for her hand, just brushing the tips of her

fingers -- it’s not enough to take hold.

Elsa sags, relieved.

He pulls back into the cage, frustration tempered by

excitement as he opens his fist to see the brooch.

ROSE

You promised.

He leers down at her with a hungry smile. Nods left.

GALLE

That way.

Rose studies him, unsure.

GALLE

A deal’s a deal.

ROSE

I’ll say a prayer for you, sir.
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GALLE

Thanking you kindly, duckling.

He watches her go, delighted with his prize.

Elsa spits at him, a sudden fury unleashed. She hammers the

bars, reaching for Galle in a fit of rage.

ELSA

Bastard. Bastard!

Galle tests the brooches pin...smiles.


